Challenges and Opportunities in Drug Discovery of Biased Ligands.
The observation of biased agonism in G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) has provided new approaches for the development of more efficacious and safer drugs. However, in order to rationally design biased drugs, one must understand the molecular basis of this phenomenon. Computational approaches can help in exploring the conformational universe of GPCRs and detecting conformational states with relevance for distinct functional outcomes. This information is extremely valuable for the development of new therapeutic agents that promote desired conformational receptor states and responses while avoiding the ones leading to undesired side-effects.This book chapter intends to introduce the reader to powerful computational approaches for sampling the conformational space of these receptors, focusing first on molecular dynamics and the analysis of the produced data through methods such as dimensionality reduction, Markov State Models and adaptive sampling. Then, we show how to seek for compounds that target distinct conformational states via docking and virtual screening. In addition, we describe how to detect receptor-ligand interactions that drive signaling bias and comment current challenges and opportunities of presented methods.